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Kenandy Delivers Social Manufacturing Application on Force.com, Bringing Social, Mobile and
Open Cloud Computing Technologies to Global, Distributed Manufacturing
Kenandy Selects the Force.com platform to tap into the power of
social, mobile and open cloud technologies
Cloud computing leaders converge at Dreamforce, the world’s largest enterprise software
conference in the industry

SAN FRANCISCO – Salesforce.com Dreamforce 2011 – Sept.1, 2011 – Kenandy announced today
Kenandy manufacturing application built for the cloud on Force.com, salesforce.com’s
enterprise cloud computing platform for building employee facing social apps.
By combining the core manufacturing management functions of inventory management,
engineering, purchasing, production, and requirements planning with the mobile, social and
open features of Force.com, Kenandy delivers next-generation manufacturing management for
the cloud. With Kenandy, manufacturing companies have the collaborative and social
technologies required in today’s modern, globally distributed supply chain networks. The
announcement was made today at Dreamforce 2011, the industry’s largest enterprise software
conference.

Comments on the news:




“Manufacturing companies of all sizes need to be able to react quicker than ever in
today’s competitive business environment,” said Sandra Kurtzig, founder, chairman and
CEO of Kenandy. “Companies need a manufacturing management application that is
complete and easy for internal use, but also social and global for collaboration in supply
chain networks. Building an application on Force.com created the opportunity for
Kenandy to deliver this.”
“Building a manufacturing application that truly takes advantage of the cloud requires a
complete rethink,” said Marc Benioff, chairman and CEO, salesforce.com. “Kenandy has
stepped up to the challenge, bringing Sandra’s experience as an innovator in this arena
to again redefine and deliver exactly what manufacturing companies need for the social
revolution.”

Making MRP Social
While manufacturing has always been collaborative, traditional ERP systems haven’t made it
easy—or even possible, in many cases—for an enterprise and its globally distributed supply
chain to work together effectively. Kenandy Manufacturing Cloud makes day-to-day
collaboration easier, immediate, and more structured. With Kenandy, companies may use
Salesforce Chatter, the employee social network, to collaborate in the cloud, and stay better
informed to make smarter decisions. Users can also contribute and learn best practices in a
growing social manufacturing community, and compare key performance metrics to drive
ongoing improvements.

By collaborating in the cloud, companies have increased visibility and more-accurate
information. For example, a manufacturer can share real-time inventory availability with its
customers and distributors, while suppliers can automatically replenish customer inventory as
needed.
Communication in today’s supply chain networks is a chaotic process primarily based on e-mail,
phone, and other manual ways of relaying information. With Chatter, Kenandy customers can
create enterprise social networks that are social, mobile, open, and secure.
Kenandy envisions a broader community collaborating on the Chatter-enabled manufacturing
cloud, bringing manufacturers together to contribute and compare information. Manufacturers
will be able to share experiences on specific production equipment or supplier performance.
Business analysts can offer benchmark data to the community, either publicly or through
subscriptions, giving Kenandy users a basis for comparing key performance indicators and
operating results.
These social capabilities of Kenandy create opportunities for new efficiencies, greater market
access, and increased innovation. Distribution channels can become more nimble, creating
supply networks that are better prepared to operate in economic uncertainty. Suppliers can be
substituted quickly for alternate sourcing in response to global events. Smaller suppliers can
operate on a more-even footing, creating greater market access for small- and medium-size
manufacturers and a greater range of supply options for large enterprise manufacturers.

Product Key Features
Kenandy has the core manufacturing management features for inventory management,
engineering, purchasing, production, and requirements planning. Kenandy offers:








Fast access and immediate drilldown into any data by tapping into the power of
Force.com. Users can learn the application within hours and deployments may be
completed within weeks. With no software or hardware to own, the secure application
gives manufacturers exceptional time to value and an overall lower cost solution.
The critical functions manufacturers truly need, and leverages the trusted Force.com
platform for extensibility and integration. This is in contrast to traditional and timeworn
ERP systems, where companies typically use 20 percent or less of the functionality but
have to live with 100 percent of the overhead.
Supports for both global and mobile access, making it easy to deploy in a wide range of
environments.
Multilingual prompts, help and data to meet customer needs.
Mobile device access to facilitate a range of functions including on-the-go processing of
purchasing approvals, work order access for paperless kitting in the stock room, and
shop floor access to routing steps for work in process.

About Sandra Kurtzig
Kurtzig is an industry pioneer who previously was the founder, CEO and chairman of the ASK
Group. ASK’s groundbreaking MANMAN solution was the dominant manufacturing management
system from the 1970s through the 1990s. Working in stealth mode with a team of developers,
Kurtzig built Kenandy to be the groundbreaking solution for manufacturing in this century.
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Availability
Kenandy Manufacturing Cloud is generally available now. For more information, please visit
www.kenandy.com.

Dreamforce 2011 is the cloud computing event of the year and the largest enterprise software
conference in the industry. The ninth annual conference now has more than 45,000 people
registered to attend. With nearly 500 sessions and 300 cloud companies in the expo,
Dreamforce offers the content and educational opportunities that enable attendees to tap into
the power of the social enterprise. Free registration for all Dreamforce keynotes and the Cloud
Expo is available at www.dreamforce.com/freepass.

About Salesforce.com
With more than 100,000 customers, salesforce.com is the enterprise cloud computing company
that is leading the shift to the social enterprise. Social enterprises leverage social, mobile and
open cloud technologies to put customers at the heart of their business. Based on
salesforce.com’s real-time, multitenant architecture, the company’s platform and application
services include:










Salesforce Chatter, a secure, private social network for your business
Salesforce Sales Cloud, for sales force automation and contact management
Salesforce Service Cloud, for customer service and support solutions
Salesforce Radian6, for social media monitoring and engagement
Salesforce Data.com, for the most complete source of accurate business data
AppExchange, the leading marketplace for enterprise cloud computing applications
Force.com, for custom application development
Heroku, for building social and mobile customer apps
Database.com, the world’s first enterprise cloud database

Any unreleased services or features referenced in this or other press releases or public
statements are not currently available and may not be delivered on time or at all. Customers
who purchase salesforce.com applications should make their purchase decisions based upon
features that are currently available. Salesforce.com has headquarters in San Francisco, with
offices in Europe and Asia, and trades on the New York Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol
"CRM.” For more information please visit http://salesforce.com, or call 1-800-NO-SOFTWARE.
##
©2011 salesforce.com, inc. All rights reserved. Salesforce.com, Salesforce, Chatter, Sales Cloud,
Service Cloud, Radian6, Jigsaw, AppExchange, Force.com, Heroku, and all associated logos are
trademarks of salesforce.com, inc. in the United States and other countries. Other names used
herein may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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About Kenandy
Kenandy is Manufacturing Management built for the Cloud. All the functions you’ve always
wanted only better, faster, global, mobile, and social. Kenandy delivers inventory management,
engineering, purchasing, production, and requirements planning that is dramatically simpler to
use, quick to implement, and allows you to use just what you need. All this is combined with
state-of-the-art supply chain collaboration through social media and mobile access. Kenandy,
built on Force.com, delivers! For more information visit our web site at
http://www.kenandy.com/
###
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